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The World Wide Web (WWW) is the repository of large number of web pages which can be accessed via Internet by multiple users at the same time and therefore it is Ubiquitous in nature. The search engine is a key application used to search the web pages from this huge repository, which uses the link analysis for ranking the web pages without considering the facts provided by them. A new application called Probability of Correctness of Facts (PCF)-Engine is proposed to find the accuracy of the facts provided by the web pages. It uses the Probability based similarity function (SIM) which performs the string matching between the true facts and the facts of web pages to find their probability of correctness. The existing semantic search engines, may give the relevant result to the user query but may not be 100\% accurate. Our algorithm probes for the accuracy among the facts to rank the web pages. Simulation results show that our approach is efficient when compared with existing Voting and Truthfinder\cite{1} algorithms with respect to the trustworthiness of the websites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

World Wide Web (WWW) is a collection of interconnected web pages accessed via internet offers information and data from all over the world. When searching for a topic in the WWW, it returns many links or web sites related on the browser to a given topic. The important issue is to determine the website that gives the accurate information. There are many related web sites that give unauthoritative information. While the information in other repositories like books, library and journals is evaluated by scholars, publishers, and subject experts. We have no mechanism to evaluate the information on WWW. Hence, it is necessary to consider some criteria\cite{2} to evaluate the information hosted on WWW.

Web search engines are programs used to search information on the WWW and FTP servers and to check the accuracy of the data automatically. Web search engines are classified into following categories: Crawler based, Directories, Hybrid engines, Meta engines and Specialty search engines. Crawler based search engines use crawler to survey and categorize the web pages (example google.com), Directories use manual editors to survey and categorize the web pages. Human editors map web sites to specific categories in the directory database, based on the information they find and using a predefined rules, for Example yahoo directory(www.yahoo.com), and open directory (www.dmoz.org).

Hybrid search engine makes use of properties of crawler based search engine and directories i.e., use a combination of crawler based results and directory results, example modern search engines like yahoo (www.yahoo.com) and google (www.google.com). Meta search engine combines the results from all other search engine into one large listing, example meta crawler (www.metacrawler.com), and specialty search engines are used to search in specific area, such
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8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a new approach called PCF-Engine which uses Probability based similarity (SIM) function is proposed for resolving the conflicts between the facts provided by the different information providers in web. The Probability based similarity (SIM) function finds the implication between the facts. If the websites provides the fact which is exactly similar to that of true fact in the knowledgebase the PCF-Engine computes its trustworthiness value as 1 on a fly in a single iteration. The work can be extended by dynamically fetching the true facts to the knowledge base and removing the domain specific dependency of true facts.
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